
a Three further Flip to Life' short Videos from LCL/Positive Deviance
$ Notice of videos coming next - Singhal, Bouman, Kosyluk
@ Climate Change & Religion: Politics, Perceptions & Radical Potentials

New LCL/Positive Deviance YouTube Videos
Click for the latest videos on our 'Flip to Life' YouTube channel ...

‘Pilgrimage to sites of subjugation’ (Arvind Singhal)
(4min 50secs)

‘Case managers who act
differently' (Kristin Kosyluk)
(2min 29secs)

‘Enhanced resilience in stressed
students' (Martine Bouman)

(3min 27secs)

'Rethinking the Clinic: Mississippi Delta' (Kanwaljeet 'Sunny' Anand)
'Community mobilisation & Covid' (Naiema Taliep w. Jerry Winslow)

Click here for our YouTube channel with all available videos (incl. long originals).

Extra: thinking about climate change - Part II

Climate Change &Religion: Politics, Perceptions & Radical Potentials
This video panel discussion at the Woolf Institute and the Faraday
Institute for Science & Religion at Cambridge University that offers a
lot to think about, some familiar, some not so, from a leadingUK clim-
ate scientist, a scholar in Islamic Studies (both Cambridge, a political
scientist (Copenhagen University), the Director of a Centre for Peace
& Reconciliation, and a co-founder of Extinction Rebellion (UK),
hosted by Dr Tobias Müller. It's about how we might respond, in the
magni-tude fitting to the scale of climate change that is predicted, in the
face of a widespread sense of being "trapped in a 'crisis of imagination'."
- Warning: it's a long video, ca. 1¾ hrs, but worth sharing and watching.

Our website has been significantly updated with cleaner look and upfront, direct access to
all currently available LCL/PD 'Flip to Life' videos. New Briefings are also now uploaded.

- LCL site -
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Leading Causes of Life - Refreshed Website

Coming next:
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